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Abstract. Natural Language is a mean to express and discuss about con-
cepts, objects, events, i.e. it carries semantic contents. The SemanticWeb 
aims at tightly coupling contents with their precise meanings. One of the 
ultimate roles of Natural Language Processing techniques is identify-
ing the meaning of the text, providing effective ways to make a proper 
linkage between textual references and real world objects. This work 
adresses the problem of giving a sense to proper names in a text, that is 
automatically associating words representing Named Entities with their 
identities. The proposed methodology for Named Entity Disambigu-
ation is based on Semantic Relatedness Scores obtained with a graph 
based model overWikipedia.We show that, without building a Bag of 
Words representation of text, but only considering named entities within 
the text, the proposed paradigm achieves results competitive with the 
state of the art on a news story dataset.

1  Introduction

Reading a written text implies the comprehension of the information that words 
are carrying. Comprehension is an intrinsic capacity for a human, but not for 
a machine. The goal of SemanticWeb is to provide machines with such ability, 
anchoring meanings to the words. The focus of this work is on proper names, 
that is on such words within text that represent entites: we want to give a mean-
ing to such pieces of text that carry high information potential. We propose an 
automatic method to associate a unique sense to each entity, exploiting Wikipe-
dia3 as freely available Knowledge Base, showing a novel solution for Named 
Entity Disambiguation (NED).

Our contributions are twofold. Firstly, we use a random-walk model based 
Semantic Relatedness approach to NED. Graph-based models have previously 
been applied to Word Sense Disambiguation [1, 10, 11, 15] but not experiment-
ed for the problem of NED: to the best of our knowledge, previous approaches 
to NED were based on Vector Space model, treating concepts and context texts 
as a bag of words [3, 4]. The solution proposed in this work exploits Semantic 
Relatedness Scores (calculated with a random walk on a graph) as input for dis-
ambiguation step. Secondly, we introduce a different way for representing the 
context for the target entity which, rather than consisting of surrounding words, 
is composed of only other named entities present in the text. Our approach has 
the advantage of using relatedness scores independently for the NED task, that 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
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means using semantic relations as input for NED. Compared to the best result 
by Cucerzan [4], which is an accuracy of 91.4%, our method achieves the same 
results using the same dataset, but it adds the benefit of having two clearly 
separate steps (relatedness sores, disambiguation), thus providing a glimpse of 
improving results in both directions.

The work is structured as follows: Section 2 proposes an overview of the 
Named Entity Disambiguation task, with focus on available solutions exploit-
ing Wikipedia. Section 3 presents the proposed NED methodology, describing 
in details the four designed steps. Section 4 presents the experiments carried out 
to validate the proposed solution and finally conclusions close the paper.

2  Related Work

In Natural Language Processing, Named Entity disambiguation is the problem 
of mapping mentions of entities in a text with the object they are referencing. 
It is a step further from Named Entity Recognition (NER), which involves the 
identification and classification of so-called named entities: expressions that 
refer to people, places, organizations, products, companies, and even dates, 
times, or monetary amounts, as stated in the Message Understanding Confer-
ences (MUC) [5]. The NED process aims to create a mapping between the sur-
face form of an entity and its unique dictionary meaning. It can be assumed to 
have a dictionary of all possible entity entries. In this work we use Wikipedia as 
such a dictionary. Many studies that exploit Wikipedia as a knowledge source 
have recently emerged [13, 16, 20]. In particular, Wikipedia turned to be very 
useful for the problem of Named Entities due to its greater coverage than other 
popular resources, such as WordNet [9] that, resembling more to a dictionary, 
has little coverage on named entities [16]. Lots of previous works exploited 
Wikipedia for the task of NER, e.g. to extract gazetteers [17] or as an external 
knowledge of features to use in a Conditional Random Field NER-tagger [7], 
to improve entity ranking in the field of Information Retrieval [19]. On the 
other hand, little has been carried out on the field of NED. The most related 
works on NED based on Wikipedia are those by Bunescu and Pasca [3] and 
Cucerzan [4]. Bunescu and Pasca consider the problem of NED as a ranking 
problem. The authors define a scoring function that takes into account the stan-
dard cosine similarity between words in the context of the query and words in 
the page content ofWikipedia entries, together with correlations between pages 
learned from the structure of the knowledge source (mostly using Wikipedia 
Categories assigned to the pages). Their method achieved accuracy between 
55.4% and 84.8% [3]. Cucerzan proposes a very similar approach: the vectorial 
representation of the document is compared with the vectorial representation 
of the Wikipedia entities. In more details the proposed system represents each 
entity of Wikipedia as an extended vector with two principal components, cor-
responding to context and category information; then it builds the same kind of 
vector for each document. The disambiguation process consists of maximizing 
the Context Agreement, that is the overlap between the document vector for the 
entity to disambiguate and each possible entity vector. The best result for this 
approach is an accuracy of 91.4% [4]. Both described works are based on the 
Vector Space Model, which means that a pre-computation on the Wikipedia 
knowledge resource is needed to build the vector representation. What is more, 
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their methods treat content in a Wikipedia page as a bag-of-words (with the ad-
dition of categories information), without taking into account other structural 
elements in Wikipedia. Contrary to these works, we propose a novel method, 
which uses a graph model combing multiple features extracted from Wikipedia. 
We calculate Semantic Relatedness over this graph and we exploit obtained 
relatedness values to resolve the problem of NED. 

Semantic relatedness between words or concepts measures how much two 
words or concepts are related by encompassing all kinds of relations between 
them, such as hypernymy, hyponymy, antonymy and functional relations. There 
is a large number of literature on computing semantic relatedness between 
words or concepts using knowledge extracted from Wikipedia, such as [16] 
and [21]. However, the main limitation of these methods is that they only make 
use of one or two types of features; and they generally adapt WordNet-based 
[2, 9, 14] approaches by employing similar types of features extracted from 
Wikipedia. In contrast, we believe that other information content and structural 
elements in Wikipedia can be also useful for the semantic relatedness task; and 
that combining various features in an integrated model in the semantic related-
ness task is crucial for improving performance. For this reason, we propose a 
random graph walk model based on a combination of features extracted from 
Wikipedia for computing semantic relatedness.

3  Methodology

Given a set of surfaces and their corresponding concept relatedness matrix R, 
our NED algorithm returns for each surface one sense (concept), that is col-
lectively determined by other surfaces and their corresponding concepts. To 
achieve this goal the proposed method performs four main sequential steps: 
1) each text is reduced to the list of surfaces of appearing entities; 2) for each 
surface, Wikipedia is used to retrieve all its possible meanings (also denoted 
as concepts) and build a feature space for each of them; 3) all concepts, their 
features and relations are transformed into a graph representation: a random 
graph walk model is then applied to combine the effects of features and derive 
a relatedness score; 4) for each surface a single meaning is chosen, taking into 
account Semantic Relation within the entity graph.

In more details, as a starting point for the proposed methodology we assume 
that each text has been reduced to the list of its contained named entity surfaces, 
as it is simply obtainable with a standard NER system, as e.g Yamcha [8]. Then 
for each surface, Wikipedia is used to retrieve all its possible meanings and 
build a feature space for each of them. More precisely we query Wikipedia 
using surface to retrieve relevant pages. If a surface matches an entry in Wiki-
pedia, a page will be returned. If the surface has only one sense defined in Wiki-
pedia then we have a single result: the page describing the concept that matches 
the surface form. We refer to this page as the sense page for the concept. Al-
ternatively a disambiguation page may be returned if the surface has several 
senses defined in Wikipedia. Such a page lists different senses as links to other 
pages and with a short description for each one. For the purpose of this work, 
we deliberately choose the disambiguation page for every surface, and follow 
every link on the page and keep all sense pages for that surface. This is done 
by appending the keyword “(disambiguation)” to a surface as a query. Thus, 
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for every surface, we obtain a number of concepts (represented as sense pages) 
as input to our disambiguation algorithm. Once we have identified relevant 
concepts and their sense pages for the input concept surface forms, we use the 
sense page retrieved from Wikipedia for each concept to build its feature space. 
We identify the following features that are potentially useful:

Words composing the titles of a page (1. title_words): words in the title of 
a sense page; plus words from all its redirecting links in Wikipedia (dif-
ferent surfaces for the same concept).
Top 2. n most frequently used words in the page (frequent_words_n): prior 
work makes use of words extracted from the entire page [16], or only 
those from the first paragraph [21]. In our work, we use the most fre-
quent words; based on the intuition that word frequency indicates the 
importance of the word for representing a topic.
Words from categories (3. cat_words) assigned to the page: each page in 
Wikipedia is assigned several category labels. These labels are organized 
as a taxonomy. We retrieve the category labels assigned to a page by per-
forming a depth limited search of 2, and split these labels to words.
Words from outgoing links on the page (4. link_words): the intuition is that 
links on the page are more likely to be relevant to the topic, as suggested 
by Turdakov and Velikhov [18].

Thus, for each concept, we extract above features from its sense page, and 
transform the text features into a graph conforming to the random walk model, 
which is used to compute Semantic Relatedness between meanings belonging 
to different surfaces.

Random Graph Walk Model. A random walk is a formalization of the in-
tuitive idea of taking successive steps in a graph, each in a random direction 
(Lovsz, 1993). Intuitively, the harder it is to arrive at a given node starting from 
another, the less related the two nodes are. The advantage of a random-walk 
model lies at its strength of seamlessly combining different features to arrive 
at one single measure of relatedness between two entities [6]. Specifically, we 
build an undirected weighted typed graph that encompasses all concepts identi-
fied in the page retrieval step and their extracted features. The graph is a 5-tuple 
G = (V, E, t, l, w), where V is the set of nodes representing the concepts and 
their features; E: V x V is the set of edges that connect concepts and their fea-
tures, representing an undirected path from concepts to their features, and vice 
versa; t :  V → T is the node type function (T = {t1, . . . , t |T|} is a set of types, 
e.g. concepts, title_words, cat_words, . . . ), l : E → L is the edge label function 
(L = {l1, . . . , l |L|} is a set of labels that define relations between concepts and 
their features), and w : L → R is the label weight function that assigns a weight 
to an edge. Figure 1 shows a piece of the graph with types and labels described 
before. Concepts sharing same features will be connected via the edges that 
connect features and concepts.

We define weights for each edge type, which, informally, determine the rel-
evance of each feature to establish the relatedness between any two concepts. 
Let Lt d = l (x, y) : (x, y) ∈ E ∩ T (x) = td be the set of possible labels for edges 
leaving nodes of type td. We require that the weights form a probability distri-
bution over Lt d , i.e.
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Fig. 1. The Graph representation model of concepts, features, and their relations. Circles indi-
cate nodes (V) representing concepts and features; bold texts indicate types (T) of nodes; solid lines 
connecting nodes indicate edges (E), representing relations between concepts and features; italic 
texts indicate types (L) of edges.

∑l∈ Lt d 
w (l) = 1

We build an adjacency matrix of locally appropriate similarity between 
nodes as

freq_words_n

cat_words

concept

title_words

link_wordshas_cat_words

has_first_sec_words
has_freq_words_n has_title_words

has_link_words

where Wij is the ith-row and jth-column entry of W, indexed by V. The above 
equation distributes uniformly the weight of edges of the same type leaving a 
given node. To tune the weight of different features we use a simulated anneal-
ing optimization method as described in [12]. To simulate the random walk, 
we apply matrix transformation using the formula P(t)(j | i) = [(D-1W)t]ij, as de-
scribed by Iria et al. in [6], where D is the diagonal degree matrix given by Dii 
= ∑ kWik, and t is a parameter representing the number of steps of the random 
walk. In our work, we have set t = 2 to prevent smoothing out the graph . The re-
sulting matrix of this transition P(t)(j | i) is a sparse, non-symmetric matrix filled 
with probabilities of reaching node i from j after t steps. To transform probabil-
ity to relatedness, we use the observation that the probability of walking from i 
to j then coming back to i is always the same as starting from j, reaching i and 
then coming back to j. Thus we define a transformation function as:

{ w (lk)
| (i, ∙) ∈ E : l (i, ∙) = lk |

(i, j) ∈ E

0       otherwise
Wij = (1)

Rel (i | j) = Rel (j | i) =

and we normalize the score to range {0, 1} using:

P(t) (j | i) + P(t) (i | j)
2 (2)

Rel (i | j) =
Rel (j | i)

max Rel (j | i)
(3)

Named Entity Disambiguation. The final step of the methodology con-
sists of choosing a single meaning (concept) for each entity surface, exploiting 
Semantic Relatedness scores derived by the graph. Given S = {s1, . . . , sn} the 
set of surfaces in a document, C = {c1k

, . . . , cmk
} (with k = 1 ∙ ∙ ∙ | S |), the set 

of all their possible senses (concepts) and R the matrix of relatedness Rel(i | j) 
with each cell indicating the strength of relatedness between concept cik and 
concept cjk′ (where k ≠ k′, that is cik and cjk′ have different surface forms), we 
define the entity disambiguation algorithm as a function f : S → C, that given a 
set of surfaces S returns the list of disambiguated concepts, using the concept 
relatedness matrix R.We define different kind of such functions f and compare 
results in Section 4.
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As first and simple disambiguation function we define the highest method: 
we build candki

 the list of candidates winner concepts for each surface, with i 
being the candidate concept for surface k (k = 1 ∙ ∙ ∙ | S |); if some of surfaces k 
has more that one candidate winner, for each k surface with multiple i values, 
we simply pick the concept that among the candidates has the highest value in 
the matrix R.

The combination method calculates for each concept cik the sum of related-
ness with all different concepts cjk′ from different surfaces (such as j ≠ i, k′ ≠ k). 
Given V = {v1, . . . , v |C|} the vector of such values, the function returns for each 
surface sk the concept cik that has the max vi.

The propagation method works as follows: taking as seed the highest simi-
larity value in the matrix R we fix the 2 concepts i and j giving that value: for 
their surface form k and k′ we delete rows and columns in the matrix R coming 
from other concepts for the same surfaces (all ctk and cik′ with t ≠ i and t ≠ j). 
This step is repeated recursively, picking the next highest value in R. The stop 
condition consists of having one concept row in the matrix R for each surface 
form.

In the following section we present our experiments and evaluation.

4  Experiments

We performed the experiment with an “in vitro evaluation”, which consists of 
testing systems independently of any application, using specially constructed 
benchmarks. What we want to prove is that the usage of Semantic Relatedness 
scores is profitable for the issue of NED and that the graph of interconnections 
between entities is influent for the disambiguation decision. As benchmark to 
test our system we used data provided by Cucerzan in [4], which is publicly 
available4. In particular texts proposed are 20 news stories: for each story it 
is provided the list of all entities, annotated with the corresponding page in 
Wikipedia. The number of entities in each story can vary form 10 to 50. Some 
of the entities have a blank annotation, because they do not have a correspond-
ing page in the Wikipedia collection: among all the identified entities, 370 are 
significantly annotated in the test data. As input for our system we started from 
the list of entities spotted in the benchmark data and for each entity the list of all 
possible meaning is retrieved, e.g. for surface “Alabama” following concepts 
are retrieved:
Alabama → [AlabamaClaims  |  Genus  |  CSSAlabama | AlabamaRiver | Alabama(people)  |  
Noctuidae | Harvest(album) |  USSAlabama  |  Alabamalanguage  |  Alabama(band)  |  Moth  |  
UniversityofAlabama | Alabama, NewYork]

As described in Section 3 we retrieve concepts for each surface and we build 
a graph with all identified possible concepts for each text. After running the 
Random Walk on the built graph and transforming the transition matrix in a 
relatedness matrix we obtain an upper triangular matrix with a score of related-
ness between different concepts, belonging to different surfaces.

We evaluate performance in terms of accuracy, that is the ratio of number 
of correctly disambiguated entities on total number of entities to disambiguate. 
Results obtained applying all defined disambiguation functions to the related-
ness matrix are shown in table 1, where are also reported figures obtained by 
4 http://research.microsoft.com/users/silviu/WebAssistant/TestData
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Cucerzan on the same dataset [4]. Between three proposed methods, the com-
bination method obtained the best result, equalling the best available system at 
the state of the art. The highest method achieves results below the state of the art 
of 91.4%, even if, with an accuracy of 82.21% is far over the baseline of 51.7% 
(baseline returns always the first available result). The motivation can be that 
it takes into account only the best relatedness score for each concept to decide 
sense assignment, without considering the rest of the scores. The propagation 
method works even worse because adds to the disadvantage of the first one also 
the propagation of errors. It reaches an accuracy of 68.68%, which is in the 
middle between the baseline and the state of the art.

Table 1. Comparison of proposed Named Entity Disambiguation Functions

Literature Systems   Accuracy       Function  Accuracy

Cucerzan baseline [4] 51.7%
      Cucerzan [4]        91.4%

Highest      82.21%
Combination  91.46%

Propagation   68.68%

As expected, the combination method performs much better than others, ri-
valing the state of the art system. The motivation can be found in the fact that 
it considers relatedness scores in their entirety, giving value to the interaction 
of all concepts instead of couples of concepts. We consider such value as an 
encouraging result for the proposed novel method.

5  Conclusions

In this work we proposed a novel method for Named Entity Disambiguation. 
Experiments showed that the paradigm achieves significant results: the overall 
accuracy is 91.46%, which is comparable with the state of the art. The competi-
tive accuracy reached hints at the usefulness of Semantic Relatedness measures 
for the process of Named Entities Disambiguation.

As future work, we plan to conduct experiments on other corpora and inves-
tigate if more precise relatedness scores could improve results.
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